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July 3, 2024 

 
This addendum is to answer questions asked by potential responders for the above RFP.  
 
1. Does the County anticipate implementing a PPDR program and tasking the awarded 

contractor with ROE leaning tree and hazard limb removal from these impacted 
homes?  
                  The County anticipates letting a separate RFP for PPDR. 
 

2. Does the County anticipate implementing a PPDR program and tasking the awarded 
contractor with additional ROE work, other than just leaning tree and hazardous limb 
removal (e.g. demolition and/or debris removal)?  
 
       The County does not anticipate the contractor having to do additional ROE work. 

                               
3. If the County anticipates implementing a PPDR program and tasking the awarded 

contractor with ROE leaning tree and hazard limb removal and/or additional ROE 
work, how many impacted homes does the County estimate will require:  
 

a. leaning tree and hazard limb removal? 
b. additional ROE work? 

 
                The County does not anticipate implementing a PPDR program at this time. 

 
4. If the County anticipates implementing a PPDR program and tasking the awarded 

contractor with ROE leaning tree and hazardous limb removal or additional ROE 
work, has the process started for impacted homeowners to sign up/register for the 
PPDR program and what is the deadline established for homeowners to sign 
up/register? If the sign up/registration process hasn’t started yet, when is it expected 
to start and what will be the deadline established for homeowners to sign up/register?  

 



                      The County does not anticipate implementing a PPDR program at this time.  
 
5. If the County anticipates implementing a PPDR program and tasking the awarded 

contractor with ROE leaning tree and hazardous limb removal or additional ROE 
work, which of the below tasks does the County anticipate the awarded contractor 
also to be tasked with?  
a. Right of Way Debris removal 
b. Right of Way leaning tree and hazard limb removal 
c. DMS operation and debris reduction 
d. Reduced debris removal to a final disposal site 
e. Abandoned vehicle removal 
f. Municipal Solid Waste removal 
g. Household Hazardous Waste removal 
 

The County does not anticipate implementing a PPDR program at this time.  
 

6. If the County does not anticipate implementing a PPDR program and tasking the 
awarded contractor with ROE leaning tree and hazardous limb removal or additional 
ROE work, which of the below tasks does the County anticipate the awarded 
contractor to be tasked with? 
a. Right of Way Debris removal 
b. Right of Way leaning tree and hazard limb removal 
c. DMS operation and debris reduction 
d. Reduced debris removal to a final disposal site 
e. Abandoned vehicle removal 
f. Municipal Solid Waste removal 
g. Household Hazardous Waste removal 

 
             The County does not anticipate implementing a PPDR program at this time, 
however we will tack the contractor to a. Right of Way Debris Removal, c. DMS 
operation and debris reduction, d. Reduced debris removal to a final disposal site, e. 
Abandoned vehicle removal and g. Household Hazardous Waste removal. 
 
 

8. How soon after contract award does the County expect the contractor to start working 
any assigned tasks? 

 
      The County would expect the contractor to be begin work as soon as the contract          
and the Payment and Performance Bonds have been delivered.  
 

 
 
Please continue to check our website for any additional addendums. 
https://www.co.cooke.tx.us/page/cooke.BidsRFPSpecifications 
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